Tires and Treads

PUTTING RUBBE

TIRES HAVE COME A LONG WAY FROM THE EARLIEST ONES
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ER TO THE ROAD

S WHICH WERE MADE OF IRON, LEATHER AND EVEN STEEL.

O

By Kenneth E. Seaton

H YES, THE BASICS ARE THE
SAME: THEY ARE ROUND,
HELP US MOVE AND ARE MADE
OF A STURDY MATERIAL. WE TEND
TO KICK THEM WHEN WE’RE BUYING
A USED CAR AND TO GET UPSET AT
THEM WHEN THEY FAIL US. BUT WHERE WOULD WE
BE WITHOUT THEM?
It was around 1844 that Charles Goodyear patented the
procedure for vulcanizing rubber. He discovered that when
rubber is heated with sulfur it turns into a pliable material,
making it suitable to be fashioned into tires. It is sadly ironic
that his work started us on the road we have travelled to today
and yet Goodyear died bankrupt and in debt.
Two years later, in 1846, the first solid rubber tire was produced, soon followed by vulcanised rubber pneumatic tires.
When you think about it these were really the first airless
tires or Non-Pneumatic Tires (NPT) on the market. Britisher
John Dunlop invented the first practical air-filled bicycle tire
in 1888 and then a pair of Americans, Alexander T. Brown
and George F. Stillman filed a patent in the US in 1892 for a
detachable inflatable car tire.
Cars travelled on bias-ply tires for the next 50 years. Basically bias-ply tires are made by taking an inner tube filled
with compressed air and then wrapping it in an outer casing
consisting of layers of rubberized fabric cords. These layers or
“plys” run in alternating diagonal layers that crisscross each
other. Bias-ply tires continue to be made today and are often
sold as authentic equipment to vintage car collectors.
Steel-belted radial tires first appeared in Europe in 1948.
They were called radial tires because the ply cords radiate at
a 90 degree angle from the wheel rim. This casing is strengthened by a belt of steel fabric that runs around the circumference of the tire and the ply cords are made of nylon, rayon, or
polyester. Radial tires deliver improved steering ability; have
a longer tread life with less rolling resistance resulting in increased gas mileage. The bad news was they have a harder
riding quality and since they are technologically more complex than bias-ply tires, they are about 45 percent more costly
to make.
So far we have been looking at tires and their historical
time line. But did you know that the type of wheel your vehicle drives on can make a difference? Essentially there are two
different types:
Steel rims are seen as practical, are inexpensive and usually come as standard equipment on vehicles. These rims are
often covered with hubcap covers to improve the aesthetics
of the wheels.

Aluminum alloy wheels have a more stylish rim and are
15-20% lighter than steel. They are made of stronger materials than steel rims which improves the braking, acceleration,
general vehicle handling and its steering response.
Another technological advancement that some tire manufacturers are looking at is the use of carbon fiber wheels. Carbon fiber is a super strong material that’s also extremely lightweight; is five times as strong as steel and twice as stiff, yet
weighs about two-thirds less. It is made of very thin strands of
carbon twisted – like yarn – which are then woven together.
To make carbon fiber into its permanent shape, it is laid over
a mold and then coated with a stiff resin or plastic.
The strength of carbon fiber plus its weight savings properties are the primary reasons that it has become such an
attractive replacement for metal and why, more and more
manufactures are making the switch. The aerospace industry,
sporting goods makers and the military, just to name a few,
who are now utilizing carbon fiber components.
Several vehicle manufactures are realizing that by using
the lighter carbon fiber wheels on a vehicle its ride, noise and
handling capabilities will significantly improve. Less weight
equates to less inertia which in turn means a quicker acceleration and greater fuel efficiency.
The current major drawback to carbon fiber wheels is
cost. But as technology advances so do the vehicle and parts
manufactures. Increasingly, attention is being devoted to lowering vehicle weights and operating costs – especially fuel
related – so it is logical to expect that the costs associated with
producing carbon fibre wheels will eventually drop too. This
should make them more attainable and affordable.
But that’s the future and this is now and Charles Goodyear
could never have envisioned Run-flat Tires or Run on Flat tires
(RFT) and if he did he would have chalked it up to having
consumed too much ale! Although they are not a total industry
standard, currently many luxury and mid-range cars roll off
the lots with RFTs installed.
Through non-stop research combined with technological
advancements, tire manufacturers’ have greatly improved their
tires’ durability and endurance and only recently have they
developed tires that can temporarily maintain vehicle mobility using original equipment and aftermarket wheels. RFTs
are designed to perform when deflating or even deflated and
allow vehicles to travel at a top speed of 80 kph for up to 80
kms.
Additional selling points for RFTs include safety concerns
over not having to stop on the side of the road to change
tires. Driving and steering remain near normal as the tires
can support the vehicle without air. Removal of the full-size
or temporary spare tire – depending on its size – will lessen a
vehicle’s weight by around 19 kilos. Not having to carry a jack
and its tools should also result in further weight savings and
an increased cargo area.
Run-flat Tires can be broken down into three basic yet
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different types, including:
Self-sealing tires have standard tire construction with an extra lining built into them and are designed to fix most tread-area
punctures instantly and permanently. Because there are no traditional loss-of-air symptoms most drivers won’t even notice that
they have a flat.
Self-supporting tires are made with a tougher internal construction, which is capable of temporarily carrying the weight of
the vehicle, even after the tire has lost all air pressure. In order to
do this rubber is inserted between layers so that the reinforcing
cords won’t break in the event of a puncture. Because they do the
job so well they require a tire pressure monitoring system to alert
the driver that they have lost air pressure.
Auxiliary supported systems have an extra support ring
connected to the wheel. In the event of a flat tire the ring’s purpose is to support the vehicle’s weight. This system delivers a
more comfortable and safer ride than other run flat options because it places most of the vehicle strain on the wheels which are
typically stronger than tires.
For those drivers who still need more piece of mind in their
trunks, another option is to purchase a tire inflator or sealant kit.
Many new cars are now sold with an inflator or sealant kit instead of the traditional spare tire. In-fact, some dealers make it an
optional purchase if you want to have spare tire in your vehicle.
However be aware that sealant kits only work on small punctures and do absolutely nothing if you have a blowout. Also if you
have used the kit to repair and inflate a tire when you take it to be
replaced, due to the sealant properties, the tire repair shop may
have some issues with fixing the tire.
Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems
If you do not use RFTs, another tire advancement you might
be interested in are Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS).
This system electronically monitors your vehicle’s tire pressure
and if the pressure is low, alerts the driver. Every tire technician,
mechanic and even most drivers know that for optimal vehicle
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handling proper tire pressure is important for safety, fuel economy and reduced wear and tear on the tires. Some newer vehicles
will have tire pressure monitoring systems already factory- installed. The system will continually monitor the tire pressure on
all four wheels. For example, the 2015 Ford Mustang’s instrument
cluster displays the tire pressure for each individual wheel.
With the technological improvements that apps have brought,
drivers can now download a TPMS app on their smartphone.
They must also purchase and install sensors on the tires. The sensors will monitor temperature and tire pressures and then alert
the driver if it detects an abnormal situation.
With the demise of the penny, drivers are now looking to save
nickels and dimes and are keenly pushing for tires that deliver improved fuel mileage that combines with greater tire longevity. Tire
manufactures have been burning the midnight oil improving Low
Rolling Resistance (LLR) tires. Savvy tire companies are working
on refining tread designs and LRR compounds that deliver the
optimal in fuel and tire efficiency.
According to a National Research Council (NRC) report rolling resistance is the measure of “force at the axle in the direction
of travel required to make a loaded tire roll.” So basically, as the
tire rolls, LRR tires cut down on wasted energy so that there is a
reduction in the required rolling effort and this improves vehicle
fuel efficiency.
To this end tire manufactures are using new materials and
tread designs to cut down on the amount of energy it takes to
move vehicles. Manufacturers like:
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. rolled out its Assurance TripleTred All-Season tire. This tire incorporates three distinct treads
– each intended for a different purpose – and the treads actually
expand with tire wear. Its multiple tread zones are made of different compounds which result in improved handling, year-round
drivability and greater fuel efficiency.
Michelin North America Inc. released its new EverGrip™
technology. It developed this by combining new rubber compounds that have hidden grooves that materialize as the tread
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wears down. They also added high
amounts of silica to improve wet
traction, and sunflower oil to enhance the pliability of the rubber in
cold temperatures.
Bridgestone Commercial Solutions launched its Firestone FS561
all-position radial tire which has
stone rejecters in its center grooves
to reduce susceptibility to stone retention and drilling; and an innovative sidewall design for reduced tire
weight that improves fuel economy
without sacrificing durability.
Finally, and back to the future,
we come to airless Non-Pneumatic
Tires (NPT). Under development
since around 2005 this blowoutproof tire is self-supporting and
uses internal glass fiber rib composite to carry its load and this allows
the tires to remain rigid and without
the need for air-filled support. There
are three main elements to the tire;
an inner steel rim, a honeycombed
support structure, and a rubber
treaded band that makes contact
with driving surfaces.
Currently they are being used
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by the military and some elite security vehicles. Additionally, some
smaller vehicles like golf carts and
lawnmowers and most famously the
Apollo astronauts rode around on
NPTs on their Lunar Rovers. Commercially, since airless tires never go
flat, deliver improved fuel economy,
and have a longer life than conventional tires, it’s more than likely we
will soon see them commercially
available to everyone.
As manufacturers continually
move forward with new technological advancements in their vehicles,
so too must tire manufacturers. As
former concept vehicles, including
hybrid and electric power train, are
becoming more common place on
our hi-ways and bi-ways, we will
also see adjustments in tire technology to keep pace with the new
vehicles.
Since electrical vehicles have
more torque in the lower end, increased battery weight and generally run with less engine noise, specific tire adjustments in technology
must be made. Tires will need to

run quieter to compensate for the
much quieter engines, will need
increased uniformity to preserve
vehicle comfort and maximize vehicle range.
Meanwhile since we still
haven’t reached the point where
drivers are travelling around in flying cars – like the Jetsons – how
the tire meets the road is still a vital element in the motoring experience. If you really look at your vehicle and its tires you’ll notice that
they only come into contact with
a small portion the road, about
the size of a tablet computer. That
means that there is a lot riding on
that tiny contact point.
So much of our driver satisfaction relies on the tires. Not only
should they look good, they also
need to perform well. The tires
must offer superb handling and
longevity, deliver outstanding fuelefficiency and provide exceptional
safety and security.
Whether the tires on your vehicle are original equipment or an
aftermarket purchase your satisfaction as a vehicle operator is central
to your future purchasing choices.
Each and every driver wants and
expects their tires to run quieter
and smoother, offer a more comfortable ride, last longer and be
more cost-efficient.
As long as vehicle and tire
manufacturers interests are principally driven by driver satisfaction
there will be continued advances
made in tire technology. Savvy vehicle manufacturers are financially
aware that the performance of the
vehicle’s original equipment tires
will have a profound impact on the
likelihood that a satisfied driver
will generally repurchase the same
brand of vehicle in the future.

CORRECTION:
In the last issue of the magazine we had this NSTSA photo
referencing the Kentville Terminal Team which was incorrect. It
should have read the Truro Terminal team. Our apologies.

